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 The software is not installed on the laptop, but on the first licence. Any assistance will be greatly appreciated. I am having
problems downloading rew. Why do I always get the message “could not load image.win32 nwn.dll. If this keeps happening, I
will have to stop downloading. I have the 4.3.3 version of nwn and on my mac os x when I double click on the nwn file, it does

not start, any ideas? I have downloaded rew 2.11, got the license number, but it is not working. I can’t seem to install the
software. I get the same message, “Cannot load image.nw.dll”. Do you have any suggestions? I’ve downloaded, unzipped, run the
installer and logged in with my MICROSTRAN XCE bundle and it will not let me launch. I have tried my MICROSTRAN XCE
license and my MICROSTRAN XE license. I am using the v9.0.5 license transfer. I have followed all the steps and verified my
work. What am I doing wrong? When I try to run the installer, I get the following message: “the license file is corrupt”. When I
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look in the installation directory I see a file called LICENSE.TXT and it has 1e000000 (0x400) in the first two bytes. What is
going on? I am using the MICROSTRAN XCE. I have downloaded rew 2.11. I have got the license number but the software will

not launch. It says, “Cannot load image.nw.dll”. Can anyone help? I have downloaded rew 2.11. I have got the license number
but the software will not launch. It says, “Cannot load image.nw.dll”. Can anyone help? I downloaded the “NWRESTORE

Update v9.0.5-926-rev144” from the website, and successfully installed it on my system. I then went to the step below “Use
MICROSTRAN XCE to transfer your license from a host computer”, and did the transfer process with XCE. I used the

command “license2.exe /xml_file.xml” to transfer my X 82157476af
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